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5/17/75 
Dear irelva, 

Your 5/15/ made me wonder if I actually forgot to include those early medical reports in Post Mortem! I remember uaing at least one Times and at least one Post story but I'm not at all sure they included these eotimates of what happened to the anterior neck bullet. I'd appreciate copies just to be cure. I remember them from the time and being; reminded of them now also reminds no of a point at which, if I forgot them, they's make good footnotes. Can you spare copies? 
You did not know I'd been ill because I forgot to mail the note. 't is enclosed. 
I'm coming along well and I'm not sick but I reeeie a bit weak, A half hour of grass mowing bushes me for a while. 
It is not pride you swallow on that job. It is false pride. 
Congratulations of your fine scholastic record! 
I'll think of soteth4ng for the Times index when I can clear my mind. In fact, I'd like tb recall what I d eeked of another from whom I've heard nothing. 
Those clips from the Pgh papers were valuable. There has been some strange stuff in Dallas not in the Post, so if you see anything at all I'd appreciate. 
Roger Craig killed hi mself. The odd thing is that two nights before it happened I'd gotten a report that he'd one this two months earlier. But he did it bizeelf. In front of both his parents yet. 
By November CBS will have to change its present plans. 

X4 
Best to ary. 

Just thought of a limes check you can make but don't know the years. After World War II Harold Ober started a literary agency in "ew York. His wife died recently, in her 80s. On 2/26/75. Harold died in 1959. I'd like his obituary. I am interested in seeing if he has a some named Richard and where, if it says, Tichard then was. My interest is Richard, so if it is possible, I'd like an annual check in the index on him to learn what he was dbing, if reported. 
No new developements spectre, NAA suits. Due in court again 5/21 but the govern, meat has not yet responded to our interrogatories. However, our preparations are going well. The big problem is what can be ruined by the rippoff artists, one of the most persistent of whom is near you. 

Our best, 
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